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Hello - a warm WELCOME! I appreciate being able to share my latest eBook with you.
My name is Peter Arnold, from beautiful PEI, Atlantic Canada. I am a husband, father,
brother, uncle, and more recently, a proud grandad! :>)
By profession, I am a Business & Financial Consultant (the Founder of Arcom Freedom
Group). I’m also a strong Natural Health & Wellness Advocate, as well as a (part-time)
Online Entrepreneur, during this global time of COVID-19 “uncertainty”.

To begin, I truly believe that one of the great missions of every human life is to 'deliver'
on the DREAMS that reside in our hearts. And when we neglect the call on our lives to
do great things (and become our natural greatness), we not only betray our best selves
- we leave our loved ones, and the world at large, less better off.
Here’s the thing ... our childhood ambitions, and adult visions ...these are all far from
unreasonable fantasies. What the deepest [and best] part of us longs for - from material
riches, to creative achievements, to making the world profoundly brighter - IS available
to us [and meant for us].
And yet, with the volatility, stresses, and distractions that fill our days [[ like the “latest
villain - the COVID-19 Pandemic!]] - the vast potential of our finest lives grows dimmer,
and less visible, like a sun setting on a quiet horizon. Yet, more FREEDOM is the goal!
If we have a good, clear look at - the state of the global economy - turbulent politics - a
deteriorating environment - the collapsing [once-dominant] business structures - and a
world that’s looking more uncertain than it has in many decades - there has never been
a more urgent [or better] time ... to 'create' our OWN economy ... to 'build' a VIRTUAL
WEALTH LIFESTYLE ... to 'live' our DREAMS ... and to truly, O-W-N OUR LIVES!

Giving WRONG ADVICE
Sadly, the typical 'financial advice' you get from the Financial Services Industry is (has
been) totally W-R-O-N-G ... it has always preached the '40-year work / save / invest'
routine ... it focuses on you "taking the money you already have" (supposedly, your
'disposable' income, what remains, after paying the bills) ... and then, "investing that" in
stocks, bonds, mutual funds, real estate, etc.
Well, that simply has not worked, long term, for the vast majority of families (for 'many'
different reasons - including the reality that 'life happens' and often sabotages the best
laid plans).
Reality - The truth is - many (most) people are already 'maxed out' on their credit cards,
and their paychecks each month, unfortunately ... and there is usually not anything (or
much) 'left over' to invest!
Question - Have you ever noticed how the (so called) 'Wealth Plans' that are provided
by traditional Financial Planners tend to just 'sit on the shelf', and collect dust? Who
really uses them? The problem is - they are 'not' Wealth Plans ... they are 'Investment
Plans' ... and that is the crux of the problem.
These 'Investment Plans' are nothing more than a 'computer simulation' that applies
historical return assumptions to a static portfolio mix. Nothing more.
No wonder they sit on the shelf and collect dust - there is nothing for you to do, except
... save the money, and send it to your broker to invest for you. It is 'passive' ... it is not a
'working document' that governs how you'll build wealth.
Cart Before the Horse - That's because many 'traditional' Financial Planners are in the
business of MANAGING the wealth you [are supposed to have] already built ... they are
not really in the business of 'helping you BUILD that wealth' in the first place.
Shocking, .but true. If you aren't completely clear on this fact - try and get any Financial
Planner to return your phone call - after you tell him you have no money to invest ... a
long wait! :>)

What you (we) 'need' is a plan to BUILD FREEDOM, via the wealth in the first place
(and I am talking about the superiority of VIRTUAL WEALTH) ... not a plan to PARK
the wealth you're supposed to have already built, elsewhere.
Generic, cookie-cutter, computer-made simulation, 'Wealth Plans' will not work. They
must be unique to you, and an expression of your 'own' dreams & goals - your life. The
Financial Services Industry 'should' be helping you to CREATE MORE INCOME, first ...
in order to BUILD a proper 'Wealth Plan' ... and 'then' - through the power of leverage +
compounding - help you put 'excess' funds to work, into investments, etc.
NO Leverage - Nobody builds wealth without leverage. Why? You have limited time
and limited capital resources. Time, and money, spent in one place, cannot be used
elsewhere. At some point, your financial growth hits a wall because it's limited by your
personal resources. However, the world has unlimited time, and unlimited resources.
Your financial growth is literally 'limitless' when you leverage other people's resources.
It's basically how all fortunes - both large and small - are built.
NO Tax Advantages - Keep in mind that PAPER Assets (stocks, bonds, etc) are a
wealth "parking" vehicle ... but Real Estate, and OWNING YOUR 'OWN' BUSINESS,
are wealth "building" vehicles. Here are two reasons why it's true ...
(1) Leverage: Few leverage opportunities exist in paper assets (and all carry significant
risk and cost). However, business ownership + real estate do offer maximum leverage
opportunities (many without increasing risk or cost - some even lower costs). (2) TAX
advantages: Real estate and business ownership offer tax advantages not available to
[W2, in the US] wage earners - or paper asset investors. Governments have decided to
make these two asset classes the most 'tax favored' wealth building vehicles available.
That's What This eBook is all About ... it will show you how you can create a 'more
immediate' - and safer [because it's diversified] - financial improvement in your lifestyle
... a 'proper' Wealth Plan ... and it is my sincere wish that the KEYS I outline below wil
help YOU to move successfully in the direction of a VIRTUAL WEALTH lifestyle ... it
could be a 'game changer' for you.

So let's get started ...

What IS Virtual Wealth?
This is a diagram that gives a simple overview of the B-I-G picture -- BUT, this eBook
will concentrate on the "first" component only ... an Online Business for MULTIPLE
STREAMS of 'Passive Income' ... as IT (by itself) can go a long way towards 'solving'
the other two components – with the ultimate objective being >>> FREEDOM! :>)
I have written a number of 'other' eBooks that go into more detail on: Personal Money
Management / Debt Reduction / Financial Education, etc .
All of my eBooks are available to you, at NO cost.

Now, Focusing on (Component #1) ...
Creating an ONLINE BUSINESS for Multiple Streams of PASSIVE INCOME
BUSINESS Ownership - There is NO more powerful wealth creation metric, in the
history of mankind, than a successful BUSINESS. Nothing - not personal real estate not the stock market - not gold - silver - rare art - coins - stamp collections - vintage
autos - family heirlooms - nothing.
And this is especially so, when that business is operated successfully, ONLINE - from
HOME - and it kicks off PASSIVE [Residual] INCOME. :>)
Most people would be quite happy to create an Online Home Business generating a
six-figure per year (say, $100,000/yr) income ... particularly if it was 'Passive Income' ...
and it was 'over & above' their primary employment [or self-employment] income.
This is entirely possible ... but, let's 'expand' our thinking ... x 10 ...

The MILLION DOLLAR Plan ...
( Income Streams that = $1 MILLION DOLLARS a YEAR )
Examples - 200,000 eBooks sold @ $5 each ... 100,000 unit sales from an Internet
business @ $10 each ... 50,000 Affiliate product sales @ $20 commission ... 20,000
product sales on eBay @ $50 each ... 2000 trainees / Consultancy Clients/ Speaking
fees at $500 each ... 3,500 Coaching program sales @ $300 each ... 3,000 Network
Marketing team members @ $25 per month each ... 100 Mini-Websites (i.e. Amazon
Niche Sites) or monitized Blogs, earning $5 each, per day ... on & on ...

$100 / DAY
Let's say instead, that you were to aim for strategies that would produce sustainable
streams of $100 a DAY ($350,000+ a YEAR) ... while building multiple streams of
income 'towards' that $1 Million a YEAR goal - IF that's your wish (it may not be).
My hope is that you will see - step-by-step - how to create multiple businesses (income
streams) Online ... in different niches ... and using different strategies ... that would
generate income - all pretty much on Auto-Pilot (largely 'residual income'). It is all about
working smart, and correct positioning, to be on the right side of opportunity, at the right
time. The Virtual Online World is not necessarily a 'better' place to make money .. it is
'different' - and in many ways, a lot 'easier', and less time consuming', than making
money in the Real World.
First, is the 'physical' aspect of it. The Internet world - to build Virtual Wealth - is right in
front of our eyes ... everything we need is just a click away - which makes it easy to
perform daily tasks. Then, there is the 'cost' aspect - it’s incredibly economical to own
our own business on the Internet! We can literally start earning money Online with
start up capital of $100. or less! Frankly, all we need is - a Hosting Account (about $6 a
month) + a Domain Name (about $20 a year) + a Payment Processor (free) - and we’re
all set to go.
When you compare that to owning a “real world” business, where store rent, employee
wages and the sheer amount of work & red tape is involved - it is not only expensive,
but risky, and time consuming as well.
Here's What You Need to know: This eBook IS arranged to give you the overview of
what you need to do so that you can be clear on where you're going. This eBook IS a
'guide' to help you identify where any blind spots may be, in order to help you grow
beyond where you are in your business. This eBook IS intended to help you understand
what it takes to build a successful business Online.

This eBook IS designed to show you what other people have done to build their highly
successful and profitable Online empires. This eBook IS designed to help you
understand that it takes time to build an empire. Your goal is to build it, brick by brick,
day by day, and not expect overnight success. Celebrate your small beginnings ... that
will lead to big wins!
Virtual Wealth - This eBook IS NOT designed for you to do everything at one time. This
eBook IS NOT the end all be all, obviously. It's a starting point that will lead you to
discovering, step by step, what you'll need TO DO to build a successful Online business
- one that will enable you to create "multiple streams' of (largely) PASSIVE INCOME ...
leading to empowerment and the FREEDOM that comes from living >>>>> a VIRTUAL
WEALTH LIFESTYLE.
This eBook can act as a foundation to help you 'think differently' about how you're
building (or going to build) your Online business. If you are simply in the research
phase, and haven't even begun the journey yet, it's designed to help 'shape' your
thinking about what you want to do, and how to approach that, moving forward.
When it comes to building an Online business, there are "basic steps" that are needed,
no matter what industry you're in, or pursuing. However, it's the 'mindset' of how you
view your business that makes the difference as to whether or not you'll be successful.
NOTE: This is about the areas that most people DO NOT discuss when they talk about
building an Online business, that truly makes all the difference. That's what I'm going to
share with you. Before we jump into topics, I want you to fully understand what it takes
to really 'win' in your journey of building a (largely) Residual Income business - ONline.
Not just 'having' a business, but actually MAKING MONEY, and INCREASING
PROFITS in your Online business ... CONSISTENTLY … for more FREEDOM

BASICS for Starting an ONline Business
Keep in mind that there are many 'actions', and a few 'tools' required to complete each
step here. The overall premise is that these steps are required to build ANY ONLINE
BUSINESS, no matter what industry you're in.
1) Select a Niche ... 2) Purchase a Domain Name ... 3) Purchase Web Hosting ... 4)
Set up your Website / Blog ... 5) Get an e-mail AutoResponder ... 6) Get a Lead
Magnet ... 7) Put an Offer together ... 8) Market
DISCLAIMER: Please note that I'm not saying everyone doing this will get to 6 or 7
figures. I've been Online (part time) since 2001, and have spent many years, months,
weeks and hours trying to master my craft and hone my skills in the area of Internet
Marketing for Online Businesses. I’m no expert - it IS a journey - but well worth it!

I've invested a 'lot' of capital (and bought far too many 'shiny objects! :>) to get to where
I am today, so I might be at a slight advantage with time, knowledge and skillset that
can help me 'fast track' this process for 'you'. Someone new to Online Marketing may
not have the same results! DON’T BE DISCOURAGED! Just keep in mind that 'reading'
doesn't produce results, or make you money ... 'implementation' does! :>) So if you want
to make money – and reach more FREEDOM - you MUST do the work, initially. Ok ...

K-E-Y
Keep Educating Yourself
Knowledge Empowers You

K-E-Y-S ... to Virtual Wealth MASTERY
In my view, the major K-E-Y-S to building real WEALTH are ... to achieve a happy,
free, purposeful, and fulfilling life ... to give far more value than we take ... to live with
100% integrity ... to be a good steward of our wealth.
However, the 'illusion' of building wealth and freedom, too often, is ... the "more +
better + different" lifestyle we can 'afford'.
The sooner we overcome the illusion ... so that we can live the 'reality' ... the sooner we
will experience true wealth and personal FREEDOM.
-- “The purpose of life is to be useful, to be honorable, to be compassionate, to have it
make some difference that you have lived and lived well.” (Ralph Waldo Emerson)
Now, let's look at some specific KEYS for building Online Businesses ...

I can't stress this enough. If you want to get paid like a CEO, you have to treat your
Online Business like a real 'business' ... even if it’s your 'side-biz' for the time being.
I always like to share (the late, great) Jim Rohn’s famous statement ... “Work full time on
your job, and part time on your Fortune!”
If you want this to be your fortune, you have to invest the time needed to build a strong
foundation ... one that will pay you over & over again, for the long term.
As a Business & Financial Consultant, I've mostly run my practice OFFline - meeting
individually with clients. I have been extremely fortunate to enjoy a highly successful
practice specialty, mainly with physicians, dentists, surgeons, and other health and
holistic practitioners.
But when I decided to put my focus onto building my ONline eBiz / Blog, and really
put my time, energy and attention into ‘building’ my assets ONLINE ... it has required
a committed focus on this "ONE THING“. That required me to 'let go' of some other
stuff that could compromise my ability to really 'hone in' on this goal.
In the beginning, it was not easy (for me)! I made a ton of mistakes (still do, if I'm not
careful). I had to cut off all the noise, all the distractions, and remove all the things that
were no longer serving me or my goals. I had to DIVE DEEP INTO THIS PURSUIT ... I
was (am) determined to conquer any obstacles! :>).
Business vs. Hobby - When it comes to building a business ONline, there’s a saying
that you’re probably familiar with ... “If you treat your business like a business, you’ll get
paid like it's a real business. If you treat your business like a hobby, you’ll get paid like a
hobby!”

I realize that not everyone has the time freedom to go 'full time' with their Online
businesses, but whether you’re going full-time or part-time, it shouldn’t mean that you
respect your business any less.
Here are a few tips to ensure that you can leverage your business in a way that you win
big - even if it’s part-time - which will allow you to generate full time revenues ...

3 Ways To Treat Your Business like a Business
1) Be Consistent - Conisistency in business is so important when you are looking to
build it successfully. Being consistent creates accountability, helps you establish your
reputation, makes you relevant, and helps you maintain your message.
If you really want to build a successful business - even one that reaches 6 & 7 figures it will require consistency over time, and not just a 'rush of effort for a short period of
time' (where you expect a huge outcome with big rewards). Consistency, over time, is
the key!
2) Put Systems In Place - If you don’t have 'systems and processes' in place, to help
you steadily generate business, then you'll have a hobby. In order to create effective
systems, you have to know - what you’re marketing - what your offer is - who your ideal
audience is - what they want - and what they’re willing to pay for.
Once you establish those key factors, you can begin to build systems and processes
around 'generating content and offers' that cater to your audience ... and that will
'convert' into consistent sales!
3) Establish Business Hours - When it comes to building, and growing, your Online
business, having 'business hours' is critical. Unfortunately, most new business owners
and newbie entrepreneurs wing it, and work when they “feel like it”.
The most successful businesses have regular 'business hours', so why shouldn’t we?
Having office hours allow us to establish routine and predictability in our business.
It also positions us to have an ample amount of time to complete required tasks, in
order to reach our goals.

You may be wondering ... why a BLOG? Because it will become your 'central HUB' for
everything over time ... where you will be 'branding' YOU, Inc. - not your Business (or
the company 'behind' your business!).
You do not 'need' a Blog immediately - NO. But at some point, it will become one of
your finest pieces of Virtual Real Estate. There are multiple ways you can leverage
a Blog ... beyond the simple, "create a Blog, and just post random stuff" model.
As a matter of fact, you can position your Blog to leverage it as the hub for ALL of your
income streams ... where it actually becomes your 'Blog Profit Center'. Think about it.
Most people spend, on average, a little under 2 hours per day on Social Media, EVERY.
SINGLE. DAY.
If we do the math, that's 2 hours/day x 365 days/year = 730 hours per year of time spent
in a place where basically, once you've invested that time, you have NOTHING TO
SHOW FOR IT besides a bunch of memories that Facebook reminds you of daily, to
help you recollect your past.
Q - What if you 'altered' where you spent this time? What if instead, you began to focus
on building a PROFIT PULLING BLOG that will PAY YOU FOR THE TIME THAT YOU
INVEST ... and check this out ...IT WILL PAY YOU OVER, AND OVER, AND OVER
AGAIN!
Q - How would that make you feel? Do you think it would be worth it to invest those
same 2 hours in a place where you ... own the website ... have income generating
streams set up on your site ... where people can find you 24/7 and can buy things from
you at any given moment ... while you're sleeping, spending time with your family, or
whatever.

Your Blog gives you an 'opportunity' to develop credibility and authority as a thought
leader ... you can be positioned to build a solid following, with raving fans, and tribe,
Online!
'Social Media' Alert - Here's what most people fail to realize about Social Media ... you
don't 'own' ANYTHING you post on these sites ... they can 'shut you down' at any given
moment.
If you're relying on this to be your primary business strategy, please think again, as your
ability to 'make money' from Social Media posts are limited ... things change all the time!
Just ask people who used 'Google PPC' and 'FB PPC' about how they 'lost their shirts'
when both Google and Facebook changed their Algorithms (and yes, YouTube too)!
As an Entrepreneur, you have to learn to take TOTAL CONTROL over your O-W-N
business(es). You want to be in a position where you OWN AND CONTROL all of your
Online Assets, including your Social Media Posts.
Are there tons of 'alternatives' you can use - outside of a Blog - to position yourself to
generate 6-7 figures Online?
YES ... but, a properly built Blog is KING! :>) And it all starts with taking that first step writing that first blog post - and committing to the process of 'making things happen' with
high value content, offering great SOLUTIONS to your viewer's urgent PROBLEMS.
Q - How do you MAKE MONEY from Your Blog? - There are multiple ways to earn
revenues ... via Affiliate Marketing ... Adsense ... eBooks ... eCourses ... Webinars ...
Consulting ... on and on.
One of the biggest mistakes most of us make when getting started is trying to "wing it"
with our business. There's a HUGE DIFFERENCE between 'random' actions -vs'intentional' actions. Here's the sequence towards 'profitability' (courtesy of HubSpot):

Sadly, most people do all kinds of 'stuff' daily ... even having cute little daily 'to do'
checklists, with an overall strategy to support all these little "to do's" on the list. What
they generally do is ... go look at what everyone else is doing ... watch a few videos ...
download a few free eBooks and guides, that tell us the latest marketing strategies to
pursue.
Then they invest (maybe) into an eCourse or two ... and then - Voila! - they go for the
gusto, and just start 'doing stuff' ... putting posts on Facebook ... inspirational images on
Instagram ... they join tons of Facebook Groups [and spam the crap out of them] ... set
up a Facebook Business Page ... boost a few posts ... host Periscope or Facebook live
videos ... and, in the end, what do they really have?
Tons of invested hours - with NO RETURN ON THAT INVESTMENT. Meaning ... we
have to be 'intentional' behind everything we do. There must be a BIG PICTURE GOAL
that is the ONE THING we're seeking to accomplish ... and that all those "to do's" are
the 'support tasks' to the BIG PICTURE.
Every action needs to support this goal, so the plan would zero in on things like ... what
income streams am I focusing on? ... how much money do I want each income source
to generate? ... which one am I going to focus on first? ... how do I need to set up that
income stream? ... who is the audience I'm targeting? ... what are they buying? ... what
is the price point of that product? ... what ways do I need to communicate with my
audience, so they can be introduced to the product? ... how many people need to be
exposed, in order to 'convert' a sale? ... what's the 'conversion rate' (same as last
question, worded another way)? ... what’s the EPC (Earnings Per Customer) Goal? ...
how many 'sales' do I need to make monthly, to 'reach' my goal? ... how many sales
does that equal 'weekly'? ... what 'marketing avenues' do I need to pursue, to get this
offer in front of the amount of people needed, to reach my conversion goals? ...

how do we set up our Sales Funnel? ... how do I set up my Follow Up / Relationship
Building Campaign? ... what are the steps that need to happen? ... what is the Editorial
Calendar Plan (quarterly, monthly, weekly & daily) ? ...
Now we PRESS GO! I'm sure you're reading all this saying ... "WOW! - What The ...?"
Well this is what we call ... RUNNING A BUSINESS.
One of the biggest deceptions of building an Online business from home is when people
have the idea that - winging it - sleeping - and waiting for the money to roll in - is what
being a Home-Based Entrepreneur is all about. Please think again.
This IS what running a REAL BUSINESS looks like - and these things (questions) are
WHAT MATTER MOST.
Locate Your Audience Correctly - You see, if my target audience hangs out on
Pinterest, or LinkedIn ... but I'm dumping all my money / efforts on Facebook (where
they DON'T HANG OUT) ...I'm simply wasting time and losing money.
If I'm posting 'random' motivational quotes on Instagram ... but there is no real
STRATEGY behind why I'm posting ... then I'm simply wasting time kicking buckets,
while going broke! :>)
In order to GET TO THE MONEY, we first have to know WHERE OUR MONEY IS
'HANGING OUT'. We need to learn how to truly build a 'business strategy', as opposed
to spending countless hours 'kicking buckets'.
Questions ...
1) Where do I start with building my strategy? This is where most people get lost. They
never sit down to make a true 'Profit Plan' in the very beginning.
2) How do I know what to focus on? See KEY (#5) below.
3) What should I do first? When it comes to building a business Online, the most
important thing you can do is build your E-MAIL LIST! ... Why? ... Because this gives
you instant access to people who have an interest in what it is you have to say. Learn
how to build your list from the very 'beginning'.
What really matters is this ... how many people genuinely want to learn from you? ...
how many of those people have 'opted into' your list? ... how many of those people can
you access at the push of a button, by way of E-MAIL (via your AutoResponder)? ...

Your E-MAIL LIST - The saying goes ... “the money IS in the LIST” ... and, that List
becomes your most critical Cyberspace ASSET - period! It's something YOU have
control over ... a treasure that YOU own (when it's built properly, and professionally).
HOW do you Grow your LIST? ... Well, I’m a big advocate for learning how to turn
those 'likes' into 'swipes'. The secret to doing so is putting your focus on ... converting
each 'like' into a 'lead' on your e-mail list ... turning those 'periscope viewers' into your
'push-button audience', through your e-mail list ... turning those who will connect with
you, via social media, into those that will 'open your e-mails' when you have something
of value to share.
About E-MAIL
E-MAIL is still very important, because it creates a fast, reliable form of communication
that is FREE, and easily accessible ... E-MAIL allows you [us] to instantly access an
audience of people who want to hear what you have to say ... E-MAIL keeps you
connected to your audience ... E-MAIL is inexpensive ... E-MAIL can make you instant
money ... E-MAIL is 'action' oriented ... E-MAIL is measurable.
Building Your E-MAIL LIST
1) Get a good e-mail service provider (like Aweber or GetResponse, etc) ... 2) Set up an
Opt In Form (first name & e-Mail only) ... 3) Offer an (ideally free) Lead Magnet (a
bribe).
You can build your E-MAIL LIST in different ways ... via an Optin Box on your Blog ...
using Social Media bios ... in your eMail Signature ... via Videos ... by using a Dedicated
Web Page ... plus many other strategies.

MLM-Network Marketing
If you are running, and are passionate about, an MLM / Network Marketing business,
please understand that 90% of those who view it will NOT be interested in your products
/ services / opportunity ... yes, 90%! Despite the fact that 'you' know how good your
Network Marketing business is (and it IS!) ... many (most) will not be on that same page
with you. It's just the reality. And ... if you are not 'positioned' properly, you will MISS
OUT on any chance of 'converting' them to something else!
Affiliate / eCommerce / D2C Marketing
Exactly the same thing applies here ... many (most) will not be interested in whatever
(digital) Affiliate product(s) you're promoting - or in whatever (physical) eCommerce,
or D2C (Direct2Consumer) product(s) you're offering.
It is therefore KEY to 'position' yourself - by having OTHER OPTIONS available, in
order to 'convert' them with something that 'will' capture their interest!
This 'special positioning' is KEY to your future success ... it is KEY to you avoiding being
'popular' - but not 'profitable' ... it is a 'major' KEY in building VIRTUAL WEALTH from
home (but - this is a whole different discussion - perhaps one for another eBook)! :>)
Bottom Line
No matter how hard you work towards build a huge following ... if you do not have a
strategy to CONVERT them, then you're setting yourself up for a lot of frustration, and
an empty bank account.
Here's a look at Conversion Rates via referror ...

(Diagram courtesy of Mashable)

Now let's look at what building a STRATEGY, with tactical support, looks like ...

OBJECTIVES -vs- STRATEGIES -vs- TACTICS ...
-- Determine an OBJECTIVE - What do I want to achieve? This is the ultimate goal
you’re trying to achieve. All strategies and tactics you use must have this 'objective' at
their core
--Define a STRATEGY - What is my plan of action? Your strategy is a set of 'tactics',
and how they will be deployed in order to achieve your objective. A strategy needs to be
measurable in some way to keep track of your progress.
--Decide on TACTICS - How will I employ the resources I have to support the strategy?
Tactics are actually 'mini-strategies'. They are short-term methods that, when performed
according to a strategy, will lead to the completion of that strategy.
As you can see, you absolutely must have CLARITY (and 'flexibility' - and 'positioning'!)
with what you're offering to your audience, BEFORE you start 'marketing' - with the goal
of 'converting' to SALES.
This is where most people get lost, and why most never get to the profits. BECAUSE
THEY LACK CLARITY.
This 'special positioning' is KEY to your future success ... it is KEY to you avoiding being
'popular' - but not 'profitable' ... it is a 'major' KEY in building VIRTUAL WEALTH from
home (but - this is a whole different discussion - perhaps one for another eBook)! :>)
By applying basic, proven success strategies to your Online Home Business, you will
not only be giving yourself the greatest possible chance for success in 'starting' your
Online business, you will put yourself head and shoulders above most of your Online
business competition.

One of the most challenging places to be in is where you rely on the 'majority' of your
income to arrive from ONE source ... especially in today's global economy!
Although I’ve personally been fortunate to create multiple ways to generate income, I've
often had the 'majority' of it coming from ONE main source, due to neglecting my focus
on the others, and it always worked against me in the end. Even 7-figure/yr earner, Pat
Flynn (SmartPassiveIncome) confesses to this, with his "major" income source coming
from an Affiliate deal he has (with Blue Host)!
DIVERSIFY - If there's one lesson I want you to learn ... when it comes to being an
Internet-Based Entrepreneur ... it’s this => do NOT 'put all of your eggs in one basket' ...
never / never / never.
Yes, DIVERSIFICATION is paramount! Despite the fact that we do have to FOCUS 'on
one thing' to get started, and build it enough. so that it pays us quickly ... one of our
foundational 'strategies' will be to develop 'MULTIPLE' INCOME STREAMS (for many,
many wise reasons)! B-U-T … our “major” focus must be on just ONE source, at first!
Nevertheless... since I myself had to learn (I'm still learning!) the hard way, about the
importance of having 'multiple' income streams ... I’m going to show you how to build (3)
Tiers of Revenue, by FOCUSING ON 'ONE' AT A TIME ... and how to transform your
business so you're not just seeking to 'make money'. Instead, you'll build - ACTIVE +
LEVERAGED + PASSIVE revenue streams ... while building your 'foundational'
structure ... leading to the beauty of a VIRTUAL WEALTH Lifestyle, and FREEDOM! :>)
Again, it is crucial that 'ONE dominant income source' should NOT be your ONLY
method of operation. Being an entrepreneur can be a volatile experience. If you bank
on O-N-E revenue stream only, you’ll find that over time, things 'change' and such
changes can totally alter (or 'sink'!) your business.

The (3) Revenue Tiers - There are (3) Income Sources you can create in your business
in a way that won’t be in conflict with one another ... 1) ACTIVE (linear) Income ... 2)
LEVERAGED Income ... 3) PASSIVE Income (the major goal).
Although many start off in business with the idea that they can do a few things to 'get
them going' ... and then, the money will pour in - forever(?) ... that's just not the case.
The truth is that it takes some TIME and some STRATEGIES to build your income ...
especially the PASSIVE / RESIDUAL income parts (which this eBook is focusing on).
In the interim, you have to do ALTERNATIVE things ... embrace 'other' protocols that
will produce money for you - 'until' your ideal way of generating cash flow kicks in (the
'Passive' income objective).
Keeping The WOLF Away
In order to generate income that 'pays the bills today' - you may need to focus on
ACTIVE and LEVERAGED income sources first, while building your PASSIVE and
RESIDUAL Income sources on the 'side'.
In other words ... 1) ACTIVE Income (what can I do today - right now - to generate
income?) ... 2) LEVERAGED Income (in what ways can I 'leverage' what I already
know, to produce Leveraged Income today - right now?) ... 3) PASSIVE / REDIDUAL
Income (how can I do something 'one time' - to keep making money over and over
again, for the long term - with little to no maintenance)?
These (3) Revenue Tiers - in combo, if necessary - will help you to keep your head far
'above water' when getting started, and allow you to continue to pay your bills, while
growing your business to a place where you can begin to really 'pick and choose' what
you truly want to FOCUS on. Here they are ...

(1) ACTIVE Income - This is the income that 'pays the bills' right now. It's something that you do where you "exchange
time for money" ... "hours for dollars" ... "labor, or service, for
a check". Active income is when YOU are 'actively involved'
in the activity that creates the income.
PLEASE HEAR ME WHEN I SAY ... there's nothing wrong with working a JOB. or being
SELF-EMPLOYED, providing a level of service ... 'while' you grow your Online Business
to create 'more' leveraged income sources. As the (late, great) Jim Rohn taught ...
“Work full time on your job, and part time on your fortune".
What most entrepreneurs tend to do is frown at the '9-to-5' as if it's the enemy, but
struggle their way through life because they're always hustling and hunting for the next
payday. This isn’t smart, and I don’t recommend it. If you work a job, stay there until
your side money 'supersedes' your day job - AND you have enough savings in place to
cover you for any down time..
If you're a full-time entrepreneur, you have to find that 9-to-5 income for your business
that keeps you afloat and out of desperation mode, so that you can continue to grow
your Online Business and focus on doing what you love.
Keep in mind that building any Online Business 'will' cost some money. Unless you're a
college student, still living at home with your parents, and have no bills to pay, you have
to be mindful of your day-to-day living expenses that are waiting on at your door for you
to pay. You must have consistent (guaranteed) revenue coming in!
Examples of ACTIVE Income strategies (in addition to a regular Job) ... Coaching
Services to Clients ... Implementation Services ... Freelancing Work ... Customer
Support Services. etc.
Having an Active Income strategy is extremely critical, and it's the very thing you'll need
to master, in order pay your living expenses, and to keep your Online Business afloat.
Regarding business costs, whether low or high, there is going to be some type of
monthly fee attached for things like your AutoResponder - Website Hosting - Lead
cCpture system -Graphics - Coaching - Attraction Marketing system - Internet service Long Distance Phone program (or Skype) - Training Courses, etc.
The nice thing is, many of these very tools & resources have 'Affiliate' deals attached to
them - which means you can 'reduce' their costs - and/or eliminate them - and/or even
generate attractive 'extra income streams' from them! :>)

(2) LEVERAGED Income - This is the concept of doing
something in a way that is 'one - but amounts to 'many'. For
example, instead of getting paid for ONE hour of one-on-one
coaching, why not host GROUP coaching - where you get
paid for that same hour, but from multiple' people:?
You do the work one time, while serving multiple clients and customers at the same
time ... Group Coaching ... Hosting a Paid Seminar ... Hosting a Paid Webinar, etc ...
where you do the same exact amount of work that you would do if you were doing oneon-one events - but you're doing it for multiple people - and you're getting paid much
more by 'leveraging' the numbers.
MLM-Network Marketing
Yes, there ARE some negatives (and "I" am one of its biggest 'critics'!) - MLM-Network
Marketing ... IF chosen carefully ... can be a lucrative way to build (hopefully, global)
business income(s) ... and it can be built ONLINE, from home (especially if it has
DIGITAL products) = InterNetwork Marketing.
These businesses rely on you building a 'network' of Business Associates who work the
business 'with' you. Every time your Associates make a sale, 'you' receive a portion of
the money (perfect example of 'leverage'). You also receive a portion of the money from
the items you sell yourself. In this way, you have 'multiple' sources of income ... one that
is 'active' (your own sales) ... others that are largely 'passive' (residual / recurring).
eCommerce / Affiliate Marketing
These too, can bring 'leverage' to the forefront ... especially if YOU happen to be the
product OWNER. With Affiliate & eCommerce Marketing, you can apply "leverage" in
lots of areas ... MONEY ... TIME ... LABOR ... KNOWLEDGE ... TOOLS ... TRAFFIC ...
VIRAL MARKETING ... LEAD GENERATION ... PRODUCT CREATION ... on and on.
D2C (Direct2Consumer) Marketing
To me, a D2C Marketing eBiz is a “preferred” Business Model to explore, as it has a
“100% CUSTOMER Acquisition, and Support” philosophy - being its target mandate.
There are many specific strategies you can use to create more LEVERAGE in your
Online business today - to help you overcome some of the adversity you might face as
a solo-preneur, and take your entrepreneurial drive, energy, and ideas to the next level.

(3) PASSIVE Income - Once you've explored the areas of
ACTIVE Income and LEVERAGED Income (if these apply to
you) ... it's time to look at (the 'ultimate') - PASSIVE Income.
Sources - Here are just a 'few' methods used to generate
Passive (or nearly Passive) Income ... Affiliate Marketing ...
Sponsored Ads .. Selling Stock Photos ... Blog Marketing ... Selling eBooks / eCourses /
eReports ... Network Marketing ... Creating Info-Products ... Selling Printables ...
eCommerce Marketing ... Creating Software ... Using Google Adsense ... Doing You
Tube Videos, etc.
Focus - Although there are many ways that you can generate Passive Income (PI), the
secret to success is to focus on building ONE (PI) method at a time. It can be tempting
to take the plunge and try to do them ALL ... but I’ve learned [the hard way!] that it is
much better to focus on 'one' method ... and build it completely ... as the best way to get
the greatest level of results, and achieve the greatest level of success.
Selection - There are SO many ways to produce Passive Income, but personally [after
experimenting with a number of them, and learning my lesson!], I chose the following to
concentrate on (at least for now) ... Blog Marketing [as the 'central Hub'] ... Affiliate
Marketing ... MLM-Network Marketing ... D2C (Direct2Consumer) Marketing … etc.
Questions ...
1) How do I know 'which' Passive / Residual Income strategy to start with? My
recommendation is to start with something that falls in alignment with what you are
knowledgable about - what you're good at - what you enjoy doing - and stick with that.
For example, if you love writing, you may want to pursue writing eBooks, and selling
them on sites like Amazon or eBay. If you love teaching, coaching and training, you may
want to start with info products, talking about things that you are already familiar with.
2) What are the 'getting started' steps? - To get started, you’ll want to select a method
that you wish to pursue ... research it ... and get going! Most people stay in 'research'
mode, but the key is to simply find out the basics of what you need to know to get
started. Be like 'Nike' - just DO it! :>) Some will start with say, two (2) simple methods ...
blogging and shooting videos. I would recommend a concept called - the L-I-S-T
Formula, where you ..: Learn something ... Implement it immediately ... Share what you
learned by promoting it and 'putting it out there' ... Teach others what you did, and share
your methods to getting results. The main thing is to learn as you go. Do NOT try to
learn it all first, and 'then' take action. It won’t happen!

3) How long will it take to start making money? This is the #1 question that most people
ask, but as I always say, it varies. It can take as little as a month, or a week to get your
first check, or it can take months. My recommendation is to “not bank” on getting rich
overnight. :>) Be sure to have some form of income to support yourself while you build
your passive income streams.

========

((SIDE NOTES)) =======

Books / eBooks - I happen to 'love' reading good books. In fact, I have done Amazon
REVIEWS on 50+ books & eBooks over the past 15+ years ... and although I have
written (8) eBooks so far myself ... I have not 'monitized' any of them as Amazon 'Kindle'
eBks (al least not yet). I like offering these to my subscribers for FREE, to show my deep
appreciation for their 'trust' in me (there are no optins required).
------------ // ------------

On another point ... it is a well known fact that the three (3) biggest "markets" to
pursue - for business successful Online Home Businesses (and in this order) - are ...
1) WEALTH ... 2) HEALTH ... 3) RELATIONSHIPS
( In this regard, I will confess something to you ) ...
Our Health - Our HEALTH is our most precious asset - nothing is more important in our
lives - nothing. We can have all the wealth and riches and toys on the planet - but if we
lose our HEALTH, it will be meaningless.
CWC - Personally, I happen to be a passionate 'Natural' Health & Wellness Advocate,
and I have been studying for my 'CWC' designation (as a Certified Wellness Coach)
through both the Spencer Institute & the AADP - American Association of Drugless
Practitioners. Further, my practice specialty has been with Holistic Health Professionals
(physicians, dentists, chiropractors, surgeons, naturopaths, nurses, dietitions, etc).
Plant-Based Whole Foods - I am also a strong believer in the [proven] power of a PlantBased, Whole Food diet - for vibrant health, energy and longevity. I have also written
extensively about this ... I have a 'ton' of valuable information I can share about this
subject, to help people ... I subscribe to the eNewsletters / Websites / best-selling
Books, etc - from the top medical / scientific / nutritional experts ... and I can 'share' any
[or ALL] of this with my subscribers ... IF they should express an interest in that (being
sensitively aware that this whole discussion is an extremely 'individual' one).

===== ((SIDE NOTES - cont'd)) ====

WEALTH Sector
B-U-T ... I chose to concentrate my efforts here on the W-E-A-L-T-H sector instead
((including Smart Financial Planning // Residual Income Strategies // Becoming Your
OWN Banker // the Virtual Wealth Lifestyle, etc). The WEALTH market is "far, far
bigger" than the HEALTH sector (even though I 'love' the Health market).
However, because of my own professional background, as a Business & Financial
Consultant, it's a natural fit for me... and also, due to my keen awareness of the reality
that people everywhere, are 'searching' for more reliable ways to protect their financial
futures, and to have a better life ... I wanted to devote some serious attention to this.
( I felt it was important to share these Side Notes with you. )

------------ // ------------

The days of 'fake it until you make it!' are dead. Dead. Trying to do 'what everyone else
is doing' ... and doing it the 'way' everyone else is doing it, is dead.
In this generation, people are over it. They’re sick and tired of - the 'canned' speeches the sales strategy 'lingo' - the NLP (NeuroLinguistic Programming) that is often heavily
abused [and the need to be 'fake' to get people’s money].
They’re not buying it. To be honest, I’m sick of it too.

With so many resources at our fingertips today, it doesn’t take long to spot a 'fraud'. The
truth is - there are so many frauds that it’s often a challenge to find those who are truly
'authentic' - who genuinely want to help you to grow, and succeed, in your journey.
Here’s my recommendation: don’t be that guy or gal that people spot as a fraud within
the first 3 seconds of coming across your site. Nope, don’t do it! Instead, seek to truly
impact someone’s life through what you do. AUTHENTICITY is what people crave and
desire today. They’re hungry for genuine people who truly are committed to their crafts,
and want to share what they know, so that they can see others win.
Passion - You won’t be able to successfully build your business, and generate a high
level of income, if you’re not genuinely interested in 'impacting' the lives of people, in a
positive way ... from your very SOUL!
Why is Social Media so popular? Because it’s a place for people to 'vent' ... to reach out
and ‘share’ … in a space where they feel that someone truly 'cares'.
That’s why people are so addicted to 'likes' and 'comments' ... it makes them feel like
someone is genuinely interested, and listening, to them .. it has great 'impact' on them.
We all want to be successful ... we all want to make lots of money ... we all want to live
a life of complete freedom to do what we want - when we want - how we want - with
whom we want ... but do you know what we all truly desire - beyond that? ...
to be loved, heard and respected! It's true.
The extension of this is ... we do not build a business with numbers ... we build a
business by 'meeting' the needs of people, and by genuinely 'connecting' with them on a
personal level. When highly successful people look back on their years of building large
businesses Online, and how they've been able to be a top earner, top recruiter, top this
or top that, guess what?
It’s not because they were really good at 'marketing' [although they probably were] - or
at the 'tech stuff' - it's most likely because they always led with their HEARTS - and not
just their HEADS ... B-I-G difference.
If you want to build an Online business, where people are waiting in line, with credit card
in hand, ready to work with you, and/or buy whatever it is that you’re promoting - you
MUST focus on building an 'impactful' relationship - one built on truth / authenticity /
trust / honor / respect. Further, it must be built on - - INTEGRITY

Integrity - This is SO important ... it should be the very “foundation” of our business. It is
moral soundness – it is honor – truth – character – freedom from any corrupting
influence, or motive. It is about practicing the Golden Rule. It is about treating people
with respect – without judgement. It is the most ‘fundamental source’ of one’s personal
worth. INTEGRITY should cause all of us to provide the highest level of CARE and
ACCOUNTABILITY to those we serve, partner with, and lead.

I've discovered that we build a successful Online business by attracting targeted, highly
qualified people, who want to be a part of our 'tribe' - one-person-at-a-time.
I’ve learned over the years that I’d much rather have 100 'dedicated' people that I feel
warmly connected to, rather than 1,000 'inactive' ones. Yes, the 'bigger numbers' may
sound more impressive, but if they aren’t 'engaged', or converting to cash [on occasion]
- then I'm simply 'kicking tires' and 'stroking my own ego', at the cost of business profits.
The best way to get to the right people, and to grow your business faster, is to know
your audience ... who are they? ... what do they want? ... what are they struggling
with? ... what are they searching for - right now? ... what are they seeking answers to?
The more you can get into the 'minds and hearts' of your target audience, with helpful
SOLUTIONS to their urgent PROBLEMS, the more loyal they’ll be, and the more they
will buy from you.
Questions?
1) What do I talk about? ... 2) where do I start? ... 3) how do I know 'who' my audience
really is? ... 4) how do I know what they want me to talk about? These are all excellent
questions ...

Answers - For starters, the way to know 'what to talk about' is to simply to ask yourself what do you want to talk about? When it comes to building a business Online, you want
to focus on things that YOU personally are interested in. Here’s a few thoughts ... what
are topics that you find yourself researching Online? ...
More ... what are common questions that you find yourself digging for answers to (that
may be difficult to find)? ... what are things that cross your mind with the words - “it
would be a good idea if someone did xyz”? ... what are the conversations that you find
yourself having with other people when it comes to building a business Online, and
getting started?
Write it Down - When you ask 'yourself' these questions, write down the answers that
support them. You’ll find you’re already thinking & talking about what you should talk
about with others! It’s just that you need to start doing so by creating good CONTENT
Online - where other people can be in on the conversation.
What you'll likely discover is ... when it comes to building your 'own' business Online,
and knowing what to talk about with others ... your audience will be just like 'you' ... with
the very same questions ... they were seeking the same information ... they were
curious about the same things ... they wanted someone like YOU to help show them
the way.
You see, YOU are your 'own' target market. Don’t make it complicated. Don’t try to
become 'someone else' to attract some random folks. Your people are You - and You
are your people! :>)
Social Media - Social Media starts with people. How can you be successful in social
media if you don't know WHO it is you want to have a conversation with, so that you can
nurture a relationship? How will you know what content you should write, tweet, post,
pin and +1 on Google if you don't know who you are writing for?
How can you optimize your Blog, Website and Social Media profiles for search - if you
don't know who is searching, and what words they are using. You must know what they
want, how they want it and how they communicate about it to be relevant in their hearts
and minds. Again ...
Who is your audience? How old are they? Do they have kids? Grandkids? Where do
they live? Why do they live there? What brands do they like? Why do they like those
brands? Why should they like 'your' brand - or even care it exists? Tough questions.
So take what you’ve learned, and what you’ve discovered along the way, and put that L-I-S-T Formula into action (Learn ... Implement ... Share ... Teach). Your target
audience is waiting for you!

As the old saying goes ... “CASH is King”. Well, I'd like to modify that for us 'Online
Entrepreneurs'. When it comes to earning great income Online ... “CONTENT Is King”!
The reason the Internet is the new Rage of Success is because INFORMATION has
become the 'new currency'. Look around you - someone is always selling some type
of 'information' ... eBooks ... eCourses ... CDs ...audio programs ... printables ... videos,
checklists ... Zooms … on and on.
Why? Because that’s what people want - they're 'hungry' for info / education / training.
The Internet has truly made the world smaller, and positioned people where anything
they want, and need to know, is right at their fingertips. All they have to do is do a
Google Search, and voila! - there are the answers they need.
When it comes to 'you' being able to benefit from this process, you want your Website /
Blog to be discovered - time and time again - when someone is 'Googling something
that’s related to what 'you' offer.
So what IS Content? - Content can be 'described' multiple different ways. However,
when it comes to 'creating' it, it’s basically you sharing what you know, with the world,
by way of Internet, in ... Blog posts ... Social Media posts ... Videos ... eBooks ... info
products … Zooms [and even on Conference Calls], etc.
However, your goal is to find as many ways as possible to be 'found Online', from the
CONTENT you create.
Don’t be intimidated by this. You don’t have to be an English Professor, the best writer,
or even the best speller. You just need to share 'what you know' (and care about) with
the world, by any means necessary!

SYSTEM (better known as ... Save Your Self Time Energy & Money) - When you first
become an Online Business owner. the thought of 'being your OWN boss ... creating
your 'own' schedule ... working in your PJs ... taking naps when you want to, etc ... are
often the 'ideal situations' in our own minds - the coveted GOALS.
The truth is - initially at least, we tend to work many more hours as entrepreneurs than
the average employee (or self-employed person). Most of those ideal situations never
become a way of life for those of us that choose to actually grow and build a profitable
Online business.
So without 'systems', you could become a 'slave' to your business. You could find
yourself working 10 times harder to keep up, than if you just put 'systems' in place and
structured your business as if it was a Fortune 500 Company.
What do SYSTEMS Look Like? When you think about entrepreneurship, what’s the
first word that comes to mind? For me, it was the word FREEDOM.
So when I thought of freedom, I never thought about 'systems or processes', and the I
actually 'avoided' them for years in my business, thinking “they don't really apply to 'my'
personality type!
Little did I know, these words (systems & processes) are 'synonymous' with the word
FREEDOM, because once you begin implementing them, you will find you have far
more freedom in your life.
Very few entrepreneurs talk about Systems and Processes ... probably because they’re
a lot like I was. Either way, in order to grow your Online business - beyond hustling, day
to day to make a sale - these are critical.

What ARE Systems?
Here’s a great quote by Dr. John C. Maxwell ... “Achievement' comes to someone when
he is able to do great things for himself. 'Success' comes when he empowers followers
to do great things with him. 'Significance' comes when he develops leaders to do great
things for him. But a 'legacy' is created only when a person puts his organization into
the position to do great things - without him.”

A SYSTEM is a set of processes that can run 'without' you.
As your Online business grows, you’ll need to build, or
have, systems and processes that ideally, can be fully
'automated'. Some different choices ...
Over time, you may need to have ... distribution systems ... inventory systems ...
marketing systems ... customer support systems ... R&D ... customer relationship
management (CRM) systems ... accounting systems ... hiring systems (for VAs [i.e.
Virtual Assistants, when outsourcing], and many others.
Systems are rules, policies, and procedures that trained individuals can repeat as your
business grows - and do so completely independent of 'you'. You’ll want to start your
Online business with the mindset that the day will come where you will have a TEAM
you can 'delegate' to - working on your behalf - doing the things behind the scenes that
will keep your business afloat, and more importantly, generate great income.
Everything we do daily is a 'system'. From household chores, to our daily routine with
our kids, to our daily drive to work ... all of these regimented tasks can be mapped out to
show what you do - step-by-step - on a daily basis, for 'someone else' to follow.
That’s what will keep you 'light years' ahead of the average Online entrepreneur, or 'any'
entrepreneur for that matter. When it comes to building a business Online, there is a lot
involved ... Creating Content ... Adding Images ... Marketing the Content ... Getting
Graphics Designed ... Creating Lead Capture Pages ... Building a List ... Writing eMail
Messages ... and more ...
Marketing ... Paid Marketing ... Product Creation ... Writing Blog Posts ... Sales &
Conversions ... on & on ... and it’s up to 'you' to put systems in place so that you have
'structure' to what you deliver, and how you deliver it - without getting overwhelmed.
When you put SYSTEMS in place, your goal is to establish a 'routine process' that
you engage in every time you do something that is required to grow your business.

After you have your Online business 'up & running' for awhile, you'll have a list of tasks
that require execution - but it will likely mean taking a course that shows you 'how' to do
it, or watch the training videos, or buy the software it recommends - and you try to do it
yourself.
Q - Do you really 'want' to go through all of that, to learn something you have NO idea
how to do, or don’t even 'want' to do ... or do you hand it off to someone else - who eats,
sleeps and drinks that stuff? :>)
I won’t say that I haven’t spent my share of sleepless nights, learning new software to
do things like build websites, create graphics, or learn something about which I was
completely clueless.
What I can say is that it was often a waste of time, and I would have been far better off
'hiring someone else' to do it.
The reality is that no level of ambition can make you good at 'everything'. The best thing
you can do - early on in your Online Home Business - is to put a small budget in place
for OUTSOURCING - while building an arsenal of resources for people who can handle
the stuff that you can’t, or don't want to.
Early on, most people do not have the money for outsourcing, so they go through the
above process, learning it all. If that is your current situation, I recommend that you go
through the process of researching and digging for the info on “how to”.
But the minute you find yourself about to hit that “Buy Now” button [for a product or that
thing that 'you' don't want to do], save that money, and go to sites likewww.Fiverr.com
and just get someone else to do it for you - for $5.00 or so!

Tools - There are various 'tool's that make it easier for people
who tend to be 'non techies' (like me) ... tools like Canva, and
PicMonkey, can help you make beautiful graphics - the quick
and easy way. However, aside from these resources, you need
to have a few people 'in your pocket' who can do things like this
for you, saving you time (and frustration) - to put towards
something else that is producing more income.
Questions ...
1) How much does it cost to hire help? Prices can have quite a range for service
providers. Because my budget was super slim when I first got started, I often worked
with providers that were $3 - $5 per hour. The beautiful thing is, if you’re in the USA,
using American currency, their money goes a long way in other countries. In countries
like India and the Philippines, you’ll find that you can get high quality help for different
services for less than $10 per hour for tech stuff and for admin stuff, as low as $3 per
hour. I developed my own WIX Site / Blog, using a superb Web Designer in Nigeria.
Caution - But there is a catch! Hiring people at that rate requires you to be great at
communication and telling them 'exactly' what you want done. At this rate, you’re paying
for someone to do what you ask them to do. Keep in mind that, if you’re hoping to hand
something off to someone, and disappear, you may not get what you hoped for. On the
flip side, if you have a more generous budget, you can still find quality workers in the
USA that will work for around $10 per hour.
Once again, when paying these wages to someone, you have to lead them well to get
your task done. If you were paying higher wages to someone, you could get someone
with more of a leadership role who could step in and handle tasks, without micromanagement.
2) What do you do if you don’t have the budget to hire help? Not having money in your
budget to outsource is very common. When I first got started, I had a very small budget
initially, so I had to learn a lot of stuff myself. It wasn’t until I got some income streams
active that I was finally able to hire help. When I did, I had 3 people - a VA that I paid $5
per hour for - who actually lived in the USA, and was very helpful - a Web Developer in
the US - and a Web Developer in Nigeria (who also did tons of Graphics for me)
However, before they came along, I just got as good as I could, at what I was doing,
and did what I had to do to get my first revenues. Then, I reinvested in my business, by
hiring help. In countries like India and the Philippines, you’ll find that you can get high
quality help for different services for less than $10 per hour.

I can’t encourage you enough about hiring and investing in HELP (when you can). One
of the reasons a lot of people fail in their journeys to building an Online Home Business
is - they tend to go around looking for only the FREE stuff they can get.
I want to encourage you to think of it this way ... when you’re hungry, what do you do?
You go out and find yourself something to EAT. Correct? If you don’t have the funds to
buy something to eat, what do you do? You find the money somewhere - or some way to put food in your system. Correct?
Hungry - Your 'business' is exactly like a 'human being' ... hungry, waiting to be fed.
Your limited knowledge can only take you so far before you’ll be in starvation mode,
desperately in need of someone else to help you make sense of the journey that’s
ahead of you.
I always say - “Wisdom is better than experience!” If I can learn from someone, exactly
what to do - and what not to do - I’d rather take heed of 'their wisdom' instead of going
through the hardships myself, in the name of 'experience'.
Hiring a COACH is one of the best ways to avoid major pitfalls - mistakes that can
potentially discourage you, and possibly force you to give up.
They have 'been' where you are - made a ton of mistakes - but they’ve also found the
formula to get results. Be careful. Do your research carefully before hiring someone.
If your budget is limited, you can invest in 'courses' that also give you insight on how to
fast-track your way to results! Don’t skip and skimp on this. Once again, I’ll repeat to
myself - “Wisdom is better than experience!”

Questions
1) How do you know where to find a good Coach? Finding a coach is kind of like dating
- it has to be the 'right fit'. We are usually drawn to people who are just like us. When
you’re struggling, and looking to hire someone to assist you, it’s highly likely that you
need to hire someone that is the opposite of you - from the standpoint that they are
strong in areas where you’re weak. Using FIVERR.com is always a good place to start.
They can help you find a Coach, who’ll put some structure and order to your business
- usually better than one who 'matches' your own personality.
Write down where you feel you need the greatest amount of support, and know what
results you are hoping to get your coach to fulfill. Discuss these items with whomever
you choose to connect with.
The biggest challenge for Coaches is working with someone who has no idea what they
want.
When it comes to finding the right Coach, I recommend that, as you are doing the
research for your business, you keep an eye out for those that you 'desire' to work
with, and contact them to see if they offer such coaching services.
IMPORTANT: Already have a budget in mind, of what you can afford, and have your
money ready, to move forward.
2) How do you know what Courses to buy? My recommendation is to focus only
on Courses [or eCourses] that meet a 'direct need' that you have right now. At
times, we want to buy “someday courses” ... but try to refrain from that, and
instead ... focus on “today” Courses.
What do you need help with TODAY - to help your business progress? Only buy
Courses that meet those needs of today!
3) How much should I budget for Courses? Courses range in price, so this is
another “look at your budget” situation. Establish a habit of setting money aside to
invest in courses, whenever you can ... nothing is as important as in "investing in
YOU".
When you have a “right now” need, that a course can fill, then do your best to have the
funds available - make the (TAX DEDUCTIBLE) business investment - especially for
any courses about MARKETING.
(37) FREE Marketing eCourses / Classes for you (check it out) -- Click Here

Building an Online business can be challenging - and working from home can be an
'isolating' experience. As entrepreneurs, we can go from starting out with so much
zeal, to dealing with cabin fever, and craving a social life.
Excellent eBook - The CEO of Success, Inc - Darren Hardy - has written a superb
best-seller ... 'The Entrepreneur Roller Coaster' - get it at Amazon.com -- Click Here
If I can recommend anything to you, it’s the power of being connected to a Support
COMMUNITY that “gets you”. You want to be 'connected' to people that relate to your
journey - who know what you’re going through, and what you’re facing as you seek to
build the business of your dreams. One of the better ways to get connected is to plug
into communities with people of like minds.
Facebook + LinkedIn Groups, Discussion Forums, Google+ … have all become
places where you can 'connect' with people who can possibly become your life-long
friends - and who will cheer you on along the way - be there for you as you go through
your growing pains - and help you when you need insight in areas where you’re stuck.
A good Niche Community doesn’t depend on the 'number of people' it has ... but rather,
'how the people within it interact with each other'. Are they having good conversations?
... are they engaging and contributing with good content? ... are they helping to 'build up'
the community?
Benefits - thought leadership ... valuable friendships ... generating traffic to your Blog or
website ... confirming your target audience ... starting a movement ... expanding your
network ... building authentic connections ... meeting influential people ... establishing
trust and respect ... learning & practicing empathy & compassion for others ... etc.

In Closing
It is my hope that this eBook has given you some practical K-E-Y-S towards building a
VIRTUAL WEALTH Lifestyle … for more FREEDOM in your future... through the
power of building a successful Online Home Business[es].

Although there are three (3) 'components' to it ... the first (ENTREPRENEURSHIP) is
the single 'best' way to accomplish this ... via multiple streams of 'Passive Income'.
PASSIVE / RESIDUAL INCOME – is an income that does not require 'your' direct
involvement. It's income that arrives - while YOU are sleeping / on vacation / on
sabbatical / sick / or whatever. Some kinds of passive income you may be familiar with
include - owning rental property - royalties on an invention, or creative work - and
Network Marketing. There are many other ways to create Passive Income as well.

Like I said in the beginning ... there has never been a more
urgent [or better] time ... to 'create' our OWN economy... to
'build' a VIRTUAL WEALTH LIFESTYLE ... to 'believe' in
your DREAMS, and to 'live' your DREAMS ... to gain real
FREEDOM … to truly, O-W-N YOUR LIFE!
Each human being is a GIFT ... and we each have our own
unique dream and purpose for living. Each of us must mine
our own imaginations, creativity and souls so we can uncover
our true mission and passion.

F-R-E-E-D-O-M
Here's wishing YOU much success and happiness in future with
building YOUR Dreams ... and achieving YOUR Virtual Wealth Lifestyle!

In my Virtual Wealth MASTERY eBook above, we looked at (14) KEYS for success
in building your Online Home Businesses, to create multiple streams of Passive Income.
Now, when time permits, I'd like to invite you to study another of my eBooks - in order to
'zero in' on some of the specific ways to create multiple streams of PASSIVE INCOME.
Two (2) Basic Types of Passive Income
1)
Residual (Passive) Income - is revenue that occurs over time from work
done one time. Some examples include ...an Insurance Agent, who gets a
commission every year when a customer renews his policy ... an aerobics
instructor, who produces a video, and sells it at the gyms where she teaches ... a
marketing consultant, who creates a workbook and sells it as an eBook on the
Internet ... a photographer, who makes her/his photos available through a stock
photography clearing-house and gets paid royalties whenever someone buys one
of his images ... a restaurant or retail owner, who has grown to the point of hiring a
trustworthy manager ... etc / etc.
2)
Leveraged (Passive) Income - this leverages the work of 'other people' to
create income for you. Some examples of leveraged income include ... an eBook
author selling her eBook through Affiliates, who promote the product ... a Network
Marketer, who brings in Customers + builds a network of Associates, and receives
commissions on the both the purchases by Customers + sales made by Associates
... a general contractor, who makes a profit margin on the work done by subcontractors ... etc / etc.
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